The Fight Game Returns to the City Where the Fight Game Began

SATURDAY MAY 21

THE BATTLE OF CHICAGO • WBO HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE WORLD • BORDER WAR!

LAMON
‘RELENTLESS’

BREWSTER

WBO Heavyweight Champion with a Record of 31-2, 27 KOs
and Fighting out of Indianapolis Indiana

—VS—

ANDREW

GOLOTA

Chicago Illinois’ Own “The Powerful Pole” 38-5-1, 31 KOs

PLUS! FOR THE WBC LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE WORLD

PAUL ‘HURRICANE’
Australia 23-1, 15 KOs

BRIGGS VS

TOMASZ
Poland 28-0, 20 KOs

ADAMEK

PLUS a FULL CARD of other GREAT BOUTS! A NIGHT NOT to be MISSED for fans of the SWEET SCIENCE and SPORTSMEN of all KINDS

Tickets at UC Box Office or at ticketmaster.com or by telephone 312 559 1212

UNITED CENTER
stands at 1901 West Madison, the historic location of this epic “West Side Story”